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Collaboration hetween parents and schools
is a concept that is heing explored among large,
statewide agencies, Community based resources r dlld
parent advocacy groups. This paper discusses the
issues involved in developing a support group for
parents of children receiving special education
services . Several collaborat ive models are
compared and a curriculum is designed on the basis
of f ive e J- ement s neces s ary to mset the need s of the
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The parents of children with learning disabilities (LD)
play a multifaceted role in the cognitive, social,
emot,ional, and hehavioral issues af f ecting the development
of their children. Despite the fact that learning
disabilities are most frequently identified in the school
setting, the interdependent relationship betvreen learning
and hehavior places the responsibilities on the school as
well as the parents (Dane t L990) .
This collaborative approach to educating children with
Iearning disabilities has been discussed extensively
throughout the literature on research in education,
psychology, and social work. The social work perspecLive on
learni-ng disahilities, according to Dane ( i-990 ) , suggests
that a child may have a rfdevelopmental vulnerabilityt' to
learning disahilities which "may be significantly influenced,
by the aggravating or mediatory roles of the family, school,
culture, and the environmentrt (p. xvii-) . whire the lega1
definitions of a learning disability are based on a medical
model, sociar work views the interrerationship of the
child r s entire ecosystem and takes a tf multicausalitytt
approach to assessment (p. xvii) .
Keller suggests that 'rintervention with the multiple
systems with which the child is involved may be the most
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effective strategy" in managing the impulsj-ve behaviors
associated with the child who has attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder or ADHD (p. 225) . Research hy
Torgesen (1988) concluded that there was an
interrelationship betr*een the cognitive and behavioral
characteristics of children with learning disabilities.
Torgesen found that behavioral issues are often associated
with the early and chronic failure children face when they
are unable to integrate information necessary to achieve
appropriate social interactions.
The importance of maintaining the involvement of
parents throughout the education of a child is demonstrated
in the study by Miletic (1985), which compared the value
systems of the parents of child.ren with learning
disabilities with those parents whose children did not have
learning disabilities. Miletic found that rrthe value
systems of the parents have an effect on the values and the
school perf ormance of the childr' (p. 3 62 ) . The study by
Haring, Lovett and Saren ( l-9 91) on the educational outcomes
of young adults with disabilities, of whom 492 were severely
learning disabled, indicates that the level of involvement
of the parents in their childrs educational program has an
impact on the child's level of independence after graduation
from high school.
Dane (1990) maintains that one of the most effective
means of showing parents of learning disabled children the
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wide range of behaviors which can deviate from the norm is
through the use of support groups.
Participation in a support group can offer parents the
opportunity 'Eo view the issues they face with their
particular child within the context of the issues faced by
other parents, A support group can also allow parents to
advocate for their own child as well as for each other, and
increases communication within the entire educational
system. Eichler and Halseth ( l-9I2 ) view the participants of
support groups as contributors as weII as collaborators (p.
91). This is consistent with the group model of Malekoff,
Johnson, and Klappersack (1991), which demonstrates the
rr interaction among individuals in groups as wel I as beti,reen
individuals and the systems that af f ect their lives r' (p .
415).
The proj ect I chose as the focus for my thesis was to
develop a support group for the parents of students who are
receiving special education services. This proj ect was done
at the request of the junior high school where f completed
my second year practicum as a requirement for my Master of
Social Work deg'ree.
Due to the vast amount of literature available in the
f ield of special educatj-on services, I conf ined my
literature review to the area of learningr disabilities. The
issues I included are limited to those related to the on-
going, developmental process. Many of those issues are
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relevant to famiries of chirdren with aIr types of
disahilities.
Dane cites use of the medical model of disability as
leading to the * categ'oriz ation of handicapped versus
nonhandicapped students'r resulting in the rrseg,regation of
stud,ents into regular and, special education classes. (1990,
p. L59). sirver and Hagin (1990) concrude that the
Itdef initions of learni-ng disabilities have heen confusing,
ref lecting our lack of knowledge of thg learni-ngr process,
the factors that may interfere with it, and the particular
bias of the observers' (p. g). rn an attempt to promote
incrus iveness , r decid.ed. not to l imit the parent support
group at the junior hiqh school to any particular category
of disability. From a sociar work perspective, it is
important to look at the needs of each family memher as an
individual, and to put less emphasis on categrories that are
vaguely defined and lack parameters.
In developing the Special Services parents Group my
tasks were, first to survey the parents to establish whether
there was an interest in forming such a group. second., r
researched appropriate collaborative group models which
could be utilized in the development of the parents group.
Third, r chose a format for the first meeting which
incorporated aspects of guaritative anarysis, needs
assessment of a group r ES vrell as the literature review
















based on the issues expressed by the parents at the first
meeting.
FinaIIy, the parents compteted an evaluation of the
sessions to establish whether the group would evolve into a
parent-directed core group which would serve as the basis
for an on-going program.
To accomplish those tasks, the project had the support
of the special educat j-on department and its teachers,
administrators, and social workers. Staff members offered
to co-facilitate sessions as well as present various topics
within their expertise. That support is one of the




The use of a collahorative model in developing
supportive services for parents of children with learning
disabilities is termed ,tactj-on researchrr by Malekof f ,
Johnson, and Klappersack ( 19 9 t- ) and is based on rf helping
others to mobilize their energies on their own behalf rr (p.
41-6 ) . As in the l iterature on incorporating a f amily
systems perspective in working with parents of children with
disabilities (Bernier, 199 0 ) , action-research util-izes the
concept of intergenerational systems and the need to
establish a dialogue between parents, educators, and
students.
The roLe of the social work practitioner in this
process is to maintain a dual perspective (Germain, 1990)
which allows the children with learning disabilities to be
viewed within the context of their entire ecosystems. The
social worker can enhance this role by utilizing the
biopsychosocial approach to obtaining the social history and
assessment of the children and their f amilies (Dane i-99 0 ) .
Rather than focus the assessment exclusively on the chiId,
the social worker can take into account d.evelopmental
factors which may indicate that a child is particularly
rnrlnerable to learning disabilities. The groodness of f it
between the children, their familj-es, and. the environment
7
becomes the issue.
The components involved in the biopsychosocial
assessment of children with learning disabilit,ies served as
the outline for the literature review section of this paper -
The literature review section begins r^rith a historical
overvj-ew r^rhich allows for an understanding of issues, dt a
macrosystems leveI, which have an impact on the families of
children with learning disabilities. Specific factors which
affect the adjustment of children with learning disabilities
and their families are discussed at a microsystems leve1 '
The dual perspective of social work (Germain, 1990) requires
an understanding of issues at hoth the macro and
microsystems levels.
The literature review section concludes with a
discussion of the various types of group models used during
the past decad.e to provide supportive services to parents
r+ith children receiving special education services. These
group models include 1ocaI , state, and national agencies .
HISTORICAIJ OVERVIEII
The 1egal d.efinition of learning disabilities is based
on a trdiscrepancy betr^reen academic achievement and academic
expectancyrf (Silver and Hagin, L990, p. 22). Attempts to
identify and measure this discrepancy continue to pose a
dilemma for professionals involved in the education of
children with learning disabilities. While the
identification of a learning disability is based. on
I
neurological, psychological, and educational standards, the
methods used to identify a learning disability can vary from
state to state -
Historica1ly, children with disabilities have been
separated from children who were in regular public schools -
since the mid-1g 00s, accord,ing to Dane ( L9 9 0 ) , trchildren
with disabilities either sat in classes until they were old
enough to d.rop out, were discouraged f rom going to school at
al1 | were hidden at home, or were living in institutions
with no educationat servicesrr (p ' 15I ) '
The existence of learning disahilities has been
acknowredged f or more than a century. The term rrword
hlindnessr was proposed by Kussmaul in L877 and the term
,,dyslexiau first appeared in literature published in Berlin
in l-88? (.Si1ver and Haginn l-990, p' 5)' The influenza
epidemic of l-gl-B seemed. to prove that brain damage or brain
injury was the cause of learning disabilities and remained
the predominant theory for the next 30 years (Dane L990;
Silver and Hagin, L990) -
The concept of rrdevelopmental lag" began to emerge in
the 19 3 0 r s and was based on the inconsistent f i-ndings of
normal neurological functioning in children who had
difficulties academically (silver and Hagin t L990, P. 9).
The term lf learning disabilitytr was first used in L962 by
Kirk and was incorporated, into early legislation on
ed,ucating children with disabilities (p. 12 ) .
I
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Begi-nning in the l.g 6 0 , s , parents and prof ess j-onars
began robbying for the inclusion of children with
disabilities in puhlic education. It was not until j-97 S
with the passage of the ,Education of Arr Handicapped,
children Actr rf p.L. g4-L42, that this vision became a
reality. That law is now know as the trEducation of the
Handicapped Actrt . Amendments in l-983 and l-gg 6 provid.e f or
the implementation of early childhood programs for child.ren
ages birth to two years of age and three to five years of
age (Dane, 1990),
Dane ( 1910 ) concludes that socioeconomic cl-ass may be a
factor in determining whether or not a chil,C is labeled.
Iearning disabled or mentally retarded. Accord"ing to the
United States Department of Education (1991-), the percentage
of students in special ed,ucation who were d iagrnosed. with
learning disabilities rose from $g r. gt in j-980 to 4a . seo in
l- 9 9 0 - rn contrast , the number of students in speci a 1
education diagnosed with mental retardation dropped from
21-.72 in l-980 to l-3.38 in l-990. Dane sFeculates that this
increase in the number of students with learning 
.
disabilities may be related to the middle class rej ection of
being labeled as mentally retard.ed..
The evolution of services for children with 1earning
disabilities, BS well as the issues surrounding the delivery
of those services, are quite similar for the United states
and Canada. The Association for Child,ren with Learning
ff
l-0
Disabilities (ACLD) was established in Ontario, Canad.a, in
1-9 5 3 by Doreen Kronick. In 19 8 5 this org'ani z ation changed
its name to the Learning Association of Canada (Weiner and
Siegel, 1992). The United States chapter of the ACLD began
in Chicago in 1954 and is now known as the Learning
Disabilities Association of America (Dane, 1990) . The
change in the names of both organizations reflects a trend
in acknowledging learning disabilities as being a lifelong
process which does not end with childhood. The
organizations in both countries were founded by parents'
groups which continue to maintain their legacies of activism
at local , state, and national levels (Dane / Lg 90 ,' Weiner and
Siegel, L992).
Currentlyr collaboration between parents and educators
is reflected in the formation of parent groups such as
Parents and Professionals Supporting Special Education
(PAPSSE) . That group, founded by parents of students in the
Minnetonka School District, urgJes parents to take active
roles in the special education system by becoming informed
about legislation, services/ resources, and advocacy.
PAPSSE is a parent advocacy group for children receiving all
types of special education services. Those services
include: Specific Learning Disabilities (SLD), Emotional or
Behavior Disord,er (EBD) , Speech or Language Impai-rment
(SPL) , Early Childhood Special Education (ECSE) , Mentally
Impaired : Mi 1d-Moderate/Moderate-Severe (MI : MM/MS ) ,
'.1
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Developmental Adaptive Physical Education (DAPE) , Autism,
Deaf-Blindness (DB) , Hearing Impaired (HI) , Other Health
Impaired (OHI ) , Physically Impaired. (PI ) , Severely Multip1y
Impaired (SMI) , and Visually Impaired (VI) ' A broehure from
PAPSSE can be found, in Appendix D of this paper '
THE CHILD I{ITH LEARNING DISABII.,IITIES
The concept of learning disabilities (LD) includes a
hroad range of characteristics related. to the cognitive,
behavioral, and. emotional functioning of an individual.
S j.Iver and Hagin ( 1910 ) ref er to chi ldren with LD as a
tfheterogeneous grouprt (p.22). According to Dane (1-990) |
Iearning d,isabilities include arrdiverse group of subtle
neuro 1og ica I impa irments tr ( p . l' ) '
Much of the research on children with learning
disabilities focuses on the interrelationships between the
cognitive, behavioral, and ernotional functioning of these
children . Torgesen ( 19I I ) f ound, that rr specif ic cognitive
difficurties can read. to, or often co-exist with, a range of
behavioral dif f icultiesr' (p. 587 ) . The research f indings of
Glosser and KoppeII suggest ttd.irect associations bett'reen
certain neurological-cognitive impairments underlying
specific acad.emic disorders and particular emotional
behavioral characteristics rf (p . 3 68 ) '
While behavioral difficulties are not the cause of LD,
Torgesen ( Lggg ) states that trthese children's behavioral
difficulties frequently do interfere with their ability to
Augshung Gollege Library
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Iearn in school,' (p. 587). Margalit and Schulman (1986)
percej-ve LD as rrthe altered, processes of acquiring and using
inf ormationt' (p. 29J,) . As a result, child,ren with learning
disabilities have a "prolonged and wider dependence on
adults" (P.291-).
This depend.ence on ad.ults, according to lvlargalit and
schulman ( l_gg 6 ) , contributes to , end,angering the deveropment
of individ.ual and, personal autonomy" ( p ' 29L) and causes a
great deal of anxiety for these children' The results of
their research f ound. r'learning disahled young adolescents
expressed d,ecreased levels of autonomy and increased levels
of anxietY" (P. 293) -
Glosser and Koppellrs study of 67 children with LD ages
T-10 years old., indicates that children with characteristics
of LD associated with impaired left hemisphere tasks, such
as reading and speIIing, had higher incidences of depression
and anxiety, but lower rates of aggression and attention
disord.ers (l-987, p. 367). That study also found that
children who had deficits associated with impaired right
hemisphere and bilateral cognitive functions, which include
lower arithmetic problem solving and poor reading
comprehension, were rr least predisposed to depression and
anxiety and most 1ikely to manifest ill-defined somatic
complaints'r (P. 367).
The most significant feature of Glosser and Koppell's
study was the finding that children with learning
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disabilities who had right hemisphere and bilateral
cognitive deficits were also most prone to somatic
symptomology. Glosser and Koppell speculate that these
children displace their discomfort and anxiety and, instead,
'rexperience it as a specific bodily pain or physical
slrmptomtr(p. 367).
The third and largest group of children with LD in the
results of Glosser and KoppeII's study include those with
non-latera1j-zed cognitive prof iles. Their symptoms include
rrdistractibility, motor activity, and aggressivity, ds well
as dysphor j-a and anxietytr (p. 3 68 ) . That prof iIe was most
consistent with children diagnosed with attention deficit
disorder and emotional disorders.
Holcomb, Hardesty, Adams and Ponder ( f,9I7 ) compared the
WfSC-R profiles of l-19 children from five separate LD
Frograms. They determined that tf the term learning
disabilities is applied to children with many and complex
problemsrr (p . 3 7 2) . The results of their study conclude that
there are six groups of LD WISC-R profiles.
Children with learning disabilities who had types A and
C profiles represent the verbal/performance IQ differences
identified in traditional LD literature. Type A seems
consistent with language disorders and would require more
complete testing for aphasia and specific reading
disabilities, Type C scores showed sequencing and attentj-on
def icits (Holcofrb, et f,I, l-987, p. 372) .
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Type B, D, and E profiLes seemed to demonstrate hoth
Iow IQ scores and achievement scores. Type B requires more
complete assessment f or motor and. coord j-nation problems
(Holcomb, et dI, 198zr p. 372). The chirdren with type D
profiles may requireltspecialized training to emphasize
auditory and tactile sensory inputrrdue to their low visual
imaging ability (p. 373). Holcomb, et dI, suggest
vocational training and mechanical skil1s may be most
effeetive to maximj-ze the strengths of child,ren with type E
profiles ( 1987, p. 373 ) .
The children with type F profiles had above average
abirities but performed poorly in schoor. They had
excellent verbal comprehension and expressive skiIls but
weak sequencing and motor coordination activities (p. 373).
Counseling may be indicated as these children tend to be
emotionarly upset and unhappy. Holcomb, et df, question
whether the poor performanee of type F children was actually
related to learning disahilitiesr or to a lack of support in
the home f or school activities r oE behavior disord,ers ( 19I T ,
p. 372).
Margalit and Schulman conclude that the behavj-or of
children with learning disabilities can be consistent in day
to day activities but during times of 'r interpersonal stress
or unexpected events, their dif f iculties will be pronounced.n
(1986, p. 293). This finding is consistent with those of




disabitities d.o their best when expected to function as
normal members of the familyrtt where the day to day
expectations are consistent-
Chitdren who have been identified as havinq hehavioral
difficulties can become restricted in their settings at home
as weII as at school. This isolatj.on rrprevents
socialization and exposure to a wide range of experiencesrr
(Dane, 1990, p. 140). It is wel} known that parents of
children with learning disabilities must maintain rtmore
active roles with their children f or longer periods of timetl
(p. l-50) . However, Dane cautions that appropriate protective
behaviors at one developmental stage can inhihit
independence and transition to the next developmental stage
if the parents do not knovr when to let go (p. L42 ) .
Margalit and Schulman suggest that parents and
educators need to let children with learning disabilities
knovr that assistance is available if needed hut to encourage
chi ld.ren with learning disabi l ities to act independently as
freguently as possible (1986, P- 293).
THE FAI-TILY OF THE CHII,D IYITH LEBRNING DTSABII,ITIES
A signif icant issue f or the parents of chi ldren v,rith
Iearning disabilities is determining when the parent first
noticed that the child had difficulties that need to be
addressed,, Accord.ing to Bernier, (l-990), the traditional
models that d.eal with the loss of the ltwished f orrr or




occurring in a series of stages. Initially, parents of
children with disabilities were said to feel shock followed
by a period, of disorganization (p, 589). As in the
literature on grief, feelings of denial, guilt, shame,
anxiety, hopelessness, b1ame, anger, fear, and finally
aeceptance, are said to be the phases these parents
experience.
Bernier argues, however, that the stages of adjustment
mod,els do not al low f or the on-going, developmental issues
that are faced by the families of children who have any type
of disability. During transitional periods, families wiII
again experience feelings of unresolved sadness. Bernier
targets significant points in a childrs Iife, such as when a
child enters adolescence and young adulthood, ds being times
when these families can benefit from intervention. Dane
( l-9 g 0 ) also d,iscusses the issues of on-going parental grief
associate,C with adjusting to a child with learning
disabilities, and d,etermines that this grief is not frtime
limited" (p. L32).
Dane (l-990) stresses that a child's experience in
school is often the child's first experience with
socialization outside of the family. For the child, failure
in school contributes to the child/s frustrations and a
sense of failure at not being able to live up to the
expectations of the parents and the school (p. l-29 ) . For
the f amily, the chil-d / s f ailure in school has an af f ect on
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the family's sense of competency (p. LzI).
Coker and Thyer's study of the treatment of hyperactive
children indicates that rI stressors that af f ect f amilies
without hyperactive children, such as lifecycle issues,
economic pressures , work-related problelrs r and chi ldcare
concerns, may exacerbate feelings of helplessness, guiIt,
anxiety, and, depression in parents who are not effectively
coping with their hyperactive childrt (L990, p. 281) . Dane
also indicates that even in a healthy family system rrthe
stresses associated with raising a child with learning
disabilities can emerge in the form of parental anger,
frustration, depression or marital argumentsrr ( 1990 ' p.
L42) .
Dane (1990) also discusses several types of families
and the impact that the diagnosis of learning disability has
on these families. She notes that the trfragile f amily"
probably had marginal coping skills prior to the diagnosis
of a learning disability (p. 145) . Therrdisorganized or
multiproblem family" tends to alienate those who work with
them due to their inability to keep appointments or follow
through on recommendations. These families are often
chaotic with little consistency. Dane cautions that the
vulnerable child will identify with this feeling of being
out of control ( 1990, P. 145) '
Blaming f amilies ( Dane, l-9I0 ) tend to f ocus anger on
the child as the cause of their alienation and lack of
C
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success due to rearning disabirities. The child in this
f amily is at risk f or becoming a scaPegoat (p' l-4 7 ) ' During
transitional stages, anqler may reemerge as the f amily
struggles to maintain its balance (p. 148) ' Dane suggests
that is especially important to allow this family to re-call
the time when they found out their child had a learning
disability as the family has never had the opportunity to
experience grief over this diagnosis '
strong parental differences on the hasis of class or
culture characterize the rrsPlit' family" (Danef 1990, p'
1-48 ) . The child is unable to make sense out of the
inconsistent messages given hy parents r'rho, ds a result of
different varues and beliefs, are unabre to agree on a
standard of behavj-or for their child with learning
disabi l ities . Dane cautions against rnaking assumptions
about the coping abilities of parents on the basis of
education, financial resources, of SoCiaI status' Parents
who are und,ereducated. and poor can have healt'hy, intact
farnily systems, just as a family with more f inancial and
educationat resources can be a disorganized or fragile type
of family.
silver and Hagin (1990) prefer the use of a
ild,ifferenserr model rather than a rrdeficittr model in
d,iscussing issues rerated to families where standard middre
class Engrish is not spoken. These researchers indicate,
however, that in school districts where poverty is
E
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prevalent, rrmore than one third of the children served in
special education programs are poor and that more than one
third of their mothers have not completed high schoolrr (p'
370). silver and, Hagin conclude that solutions need to be
found to deal with the ed,ucational issues of children who
live in poverty and have diverse social-cuttural
backgrounds -
In addition to these cultural and socioeconomic issues '
the value systems of parents also have an impact on the
school perf ormance of chi ldren . Miletic' s stud.y , which
compared l-3 6 parents of child.ren who have LD with children
who did not have LD, found. that rrthe value systems of the
parents have an effect on the values and the school
performance of the child'" (l-986, p' 362)' While her study
does not inclufle the values for Couples, BS mothers were
most often willing to be involved in the testing, her
experimental group consisted of 63 mothers and 25 fathers '
The control group cons isted of 29 mothers and l-9 f athers '
Mileticrs subjects were evaluated on the basis of six
dimensions : support, conformity, recognition, independence '
henevolence, and read.ership. The resurts indieated that the
parents of children with LD tend to be nonconformist in
thinking, and avoid rtbehaviors that ref lect group attitudes
conveyed, by tradition and customsrr (l-985, p' 364)' The
mothers of boys with LD favored strong authoritative and
independent attitudes whire the mothers of gi'irrs with LD
20
seemed to be depend.ent upon the value system of their social
environment.
The risk factors for siblings of the child with
learning disabilities includ.e having only tr.ro children in
the family, especially if the normal child is the same age
or younger than the child with a learning disahility (Dane,
Lggo, p. 135). Siblings can also react negatively if they
perceive that there are different standards of behavior for
the child with LD than for themselves. They may also resent
the extra attention that the child with learning
disabilities receives (P. l-3 4 ) .
Dane concludes that the healthy family is able to
ncommunicate and conceptualizetr its needs and seek out
appropriate resources (L990, p. 1-42). Dane calls uFon
parents of children with learninqp disabilities to take a
pro-active stance, and defines the role of these parents as
nsensitizing professionals to the needs of children with
Iearning disabilities and developing new servicesrr (p. l-50 ) .
COIJLABORATIVE GROUP UODEIJS
The parent-professional collaboration model discussed,
in the article by Malekoff, Johnson, and Klappersack (1991)
utilizes an action-research proj ect. The purpose of the
project was to stimulate interaction rramong: individuals in
groups as well as between individuals and the systems that
affect their livesfr (P- 4L6)-
Malekoff, et d}, used the collaboration between parents
Augsburg College Library
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interviews and contacts with personal acquaintances to find
a topic to foeus upon. Meetings with this committee of
parents are held every 2-3 weeks, vrhere personal experiences
are shared. The committee decides to explore the issue of
power imbalance between parents and educators.
22
The group leader, who is a school liaison person,
attempts to establish a model of partnership within the
group rather than assume a leadership ro1e. The issue of
parent-professional collaboration begins to be examined-
2) . CONTEMPLATE The committee composes interview
questions for parents and professionals.
3 ) . INVESTIGATE The committee identifies its target
groups and. begins to conduct interviews of parents and
professionals on issues relating to learning disabilities.
The questionnaire consists of short answer, rnultiple choice
and one open-ended question on the types of changres the
participants would like to occu'r.
The findings of the interviews show that parents tended
to focus on quality of service while professionals were
concerned with funding resources and staffing issues. The
task of the committee is now to decide upon a forum to
discuss these results.
4 ) . ELEVATE The committee decides to use a cofitmunity-wide
integrated, conference.
5 ) . STIMUL.ATE The conf erence cons ists of l-0 0
participants, including teacherS, parents, community
professionals in the field of learning disabilities, and
students with learning disabilities between the ages of 11-
ZO years old. Integrated large and small group formats are
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used.
6) . ACTIVATE The forum incorporates both individual and
collective commitments to change the delivery of services to
Iearning disabled students,
(adapted from Malekoff, et dI, 1991) -
The coilrmon issues which evolved out of this pro j ect
include conserns for the future of chiLdren with LD, the
difficulty in day to day situations for the child, peer
rejection of students with LD, the anger and depression of
children with LD, marital stress related to raising a child
with LD, and feelings of isolation and failure that the
parents of children with LD experience (Malekoff, €t dI,
1-99 t-) .
A more traditional approach to parent support and
education is discussed in the group model by Murphy (L983).
Using the results of her parent questionnaire, Murphy
d.evetoped a series of four workshops on topics relating to
special education of children in the community of
I"Iarblehead, Massachusetts . The audiences were rather large ,
and required the use of the school auditorium. Murphy's
goal was to improve communication between parents and school
staff by having the staff present information at the
workshops. Her long term goal was to have the parents rrtake





A collaborative model for providing support to parents
during the transition from infant to preschool special
education programs is presented by Hanline and Knowlton
(1988). During Phase I, parents are prepared for the
process of transition by first viewing a videotape of
parents who discuss their concerns retrospectively after
having successfully completed' the transition to preschool
with their own child with special needs. Parents have the
oFtion of becoming involved. in a support qroup ' They also
complete a checklist with the staff where the parents are
encouraged to learn their rights and responsihilities in the
Individualized Edusation plan process, obtain a persPective
of the Ieast restrictive ed,ucational setting, and learn the
purpose of special education labeling (1988, p. L20) '
The school staf f also arranges and./ or accompanies
parents on visits to appropriate preschool programs and
discusses the outcome of these visits. The parents are also
provided with a list of resources and services for preschool
special education needs.
The intake assessment, Individualized Educational PIan
meeting, and placement occur d,uring Phase I I ' Ptrase III
consists of a fo}Iow-up with the family to discuss the
family adaptation to the child's new placement (Hanline and
Knowlton, 1988).
A discussion of collaboration among Iarge, statewide
service models is found among several agencies. The report'
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by Cass idy ( l-9I6 ) d,escribes the rtParents Training Parents 
If
program through the office of special Ed,ucation and'
Rehabilitative Services in Washington, D'C'
Level I of the Parents Training Parents program
involves the training of trainers, who each must commit to
being a parent trainer for a period of 2 or more years '
Level rr consists of workshops for parents on speciar
ed,ucation laws, communication skills, and the rights and
responsibilities to assist parents in working with the
schools and prof ess ionals in special education. Individ'ual
information and referral by telephone, mail or in person is
part of LeveL III services (cass idy, J,9I5 ) .
Cassidy indicates that the scope of these services,
from 1984-l-985, reached l-r187 parents and 240 professionals
for a total of L,427 urorkshop participants (1985, p' 29)'
Urbain and Lakin (1985) present research on the
effectiveness of PACER Center, s parents Training Parents
Project. PACER Center, based. in Minneapolis, Minnesota, is
the parent Advocacy coalition for Educationar Rights - rt
provides training and consultation on a national hasis on
the education, trainingf and assistance to parents of
child,ren with disabirities (p. r ) . rncruded in their data
are evaluations of eight specif ic PACER proqlrans, along with
the surveys and, d.emographics of parents and professionals
who participate in their training sessions ' A discussion of














The California State Department of Education utilizes a
collaborative mod.el in the development of parent support
groups for special education services throughout the state.
This model is described as a formal mechanism to trencourage
collaboration between the school staff and parents of
children with special needsrr (1985, p.1). The document
refers to collaboration as a trradical conceptrr for both
parents and educators (p.3). The model relies on a core
group of parents who are rrclearly committed to supporting
the school systemrr (p. 7 ) . Some of the benef its of this
model are for parents to have a resource exchange network,
receive training, obtai-n peer coaching support and
facilitate communication with the school, thereby reducing
stress for parents and educators al-ike.
The parent support group developed by Hallenbeck and
Beernink ( 1-9 89 ) utilizes several components discussed in the
qroup models for this paper. Hallenbeck and Beernink
initiated the second year of their parent support program by
d.eveloping a multigenerational forum. This forum began with
an informal supper meetinq which involved students in
special education in grades 6 through L2. A panel
presentation foIlowed. Presenters included a special
education professor, parents of children with learning
disahilities, and coLlege students who were graduates of the
progtram.
Small group discussions were then led by parents and
z'7
former graduates of the program. Topics for the parents
groups included parental expectations for the child with LD,
self esteem of the child, motivation of the child in school,
concern for future plans for the child, and extracurricular
activities. The student group discussed topics on success
in and out of the school setting, fears at school, parental
disappointment and understanding of the struggles relating
to LD, peer issues and future goals (Hallenbeck and
Beernink, 1989). While 504 participation had been
anticipated, 8lt attended, The forum closed with teachers,
students and parents sharing new insights into issues




The purpose of this pro j ect is to d'eve Iop a support
group for parents of children receiving speciar education
services at the j unior high sctrool level - Theref ore , the
research questions were deveroped from two different
perspectives. My first perspective was to compare the
various program models in determining a format for a support
group. yly research question and hypothesis from a program
development perspective are as follows:
QUESTION:
ITTIAT KrNDs oF suppoRTrvE PROGRAI'IS ARE NEEDED BY PARENTS
OF StrUDENTS I{HO ARE RECEIVING SPECIAL EDUCAEION
SERVICES?
HYPOTHESIS:
PARENIs oF sTUDENTS BECEIVING SPECIAL EDUEATION
SERVICES I{ILL PREFER A COI.JLABORATIVE PROGRA}'T T{ODEL
rHvoLvIHc PARENTS, EDUcAroRs, STUDENTS, AIID COI{I,IUNITY
RESOURCE PERSONS.
The second perspective reflected questions from the
initial meeting with the parents who had decided to attend
support group meetings. The questions reflect feelings of
concern, anger, and frustration. These questions were used
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to develop a curriculum to meet the needs and answer the
questions expressed by the parents at the first meeting.
These guestions are developed further in Chapter 5.
QUESTTONS FROU THE PARENES:
1) Hor+ do I help my child develop self esteem?
2 ) How do I encourage my child to participate in
extracurricular activities, and what activities are
appropriate for her/his type of disability?
3 ) Do teachers understand hot* much energy it takes f or
parents to attend appointments for assessments, IEPs,
and compilation meetings as weII as maintain day to day
track of my child's progress in school?
4 ) Do teachers understand that my child struggles with
her/his disability outside of school?
5 ) Do mainstream students think my child is dumb?
5 ) How wiII my child cope with attending high school?
7) What opportunities will exist for my child after high
schoo 1?
I ) will my chil-d be more at risk to peer pressure due to
her/his impulsiveness?
I ) Is my child receiving the kinds of services she/he




While the involvement of parents in the special
education process is mandated by Pub1ic Law 94-L42, their
involvement at the secondary school level tends to be
underemphasized (Haring, Lovett and Saren, L991) .
Traditionally, junior high is a time of growing independence
for adolescents (Rubenstein, 1991) - The parents of
adolescents who have special education needs may benefit
from the individualized attention of a support group to
successfully negotiate this life cycle for their children as
weII as themselves (Dane, 1990) .
The s ite f or my second. year MSW f ield r^rork practicum
was a suburban l,linneapolis junior high school with an
enrollment of 786 students in grades 7 though I at the start
of the LggZ school year. The junior high school is part of
a large school district consisting of ten schools with a
total enrollment of approximately 8, 000 students. These
schooLs includ,e 7 elemenLary , 2 junior high schools, and one
senior high school. The senior high school has an
enrollment of approximately 1500 students and the combined
enrollment of the two junior high schools is approximately
l-700 students.
Although this junior high school is in a suburban
















surrounding school districts through open enrollment, due to
the scope of special services offered. Those services
include an alternative education program for students with
multiple issues who need a setting with a comprehensive,
almost 1:1 staff ratio; a day treatment program, an early
childhood and preschool program, and special education
services. Students requiring intervention for violent
be,havior must attend a separate , central i z ed metropol itan
program.
Despite the extensive level of services offered at this
junior high school, there had never been a support group for
parents of students in special education. The school does
have a parent group, which meets monthly to discuss school
issues, but which is not a support group for parents of
children in special education. The other junior high school
in the district has a support group for parents of students
in special education programs.
At the direction of the Special Services Coordinator at
the junior high school, a survey was developed to
demonstrate whether or not there was a demand for a support
group for the parents of students in special education
services. The survey consisted of five questions. The four
multiple choice questions request information on the 1evel
of interest, and times and frequency of possible meetings.
The one open-ended question asked for topics and feedback on
the kinds of issues about which the parents needed more
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information. A space was provided. at the bottom of the
survey for the name and phone number of the person(s)
completing the survey. Beneath that, the names and phone
numbers of the Special S*r.ricel Coordinator and myself were
provided. A copy of the parent survey form can be found. in
Appendix A of this paper.
A review of the student roster for special education
services revealed the following information on the number of

















The surveys were mailed to all l-05 famil-ies of children
receiving services for special education. A stamped, self-
addressed envelope was included for the return of the
survey, within two weeks after the surveys had been mailed,
19 surveys had been returned. Nine of the surveys indicated
an interest in forming a support group and specified
transitions to j unior high school and senior hiqrh school as
being the primary topics of interest. The other eight
surveys declined joining a support group and offered various
reasons, including needing to come during the day rather
than evenings, being too husy with other activities at the
time, and heingr involved in other parent groups.
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The Special Services Coordinator felt that a support
group that included as few as six families r.rould be a good
start for a core group of parents. Invitations were mailed'
to the nine families who had indicated an interest in the
group . In ad,dition, each of these f ami lies received a phone
call three d,ays prior to the first meeting as a reminder and
to answer any questions or concerns about attending a group
meeting.
The format for the first parent support group meeting
was kept very informal. A videotape of approximately one
hour in length, entitled I'How Dif f icult Can This Be?rt was
shown to the f ive mothers who attend.ed this initial meeting.
This vi,Ceotape is primarily a training tape for
ed.ucators of children with learning disabilities. It shows
how perception is the key to teaching students with LD. The
Itstudentsn on the videotape are actually teachers, parents,
school administrators, students with actual learning
disabilities and their siblings. All are given exercises
which simulate having a learning disability. In addition to
showing their actual responses to these ascariases, each is
interviewed, ahout their struggles at the end of the
videotape.
As did Malekof f , et aI , ( l-9 91) and Hollenbeck and
Beernick (1989) in their grouP models, I wanted to provide a
focus for the group to respond to. I felt that the parents
may be coming to the group with many issues, including
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grief, anger, and confusion. The simulated exercises could'
provide an outlet, ds weII as valid.ation and structure for
these issues.
Following the showing of the videotape, the parents
were encouraged to move their chairs to form a circle for
the discussion group portion of the evening' They were also
invited, to obtain additional refreshments and to make
themselves comfortable -
The parents required minimal encouragement to voice
their questions, concerns, and responses to the videotape'
Although the videotape was offered as an alternative to
disclosing personal issues about their own children, the
parents freely expressed their concerns, providing welL
thought out, articulate examples of their own dilemmas'
Taylor and, Bogdan (1984) indicate that it is important
to allow broad themes to emerge before the researcher begins
to focus on specific themes. once these themes have been
identified, the researcher Can then proceed to encourage
people to say more about specific areas of interest to the
researcher (P. 49 ) -
The ground,ed theory method was used to analyze and
interpret the issues raised by the parents ' Grounded
theorists rlconstruct theory from the data itself I' and
theref ore, rt data collection and analysis proceed
simultaneously" (Charmaz, 1983, p. 110). The strategies of
ground.ed theorists include researching and reading
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Iiterature from several fields on their topic of interest
during the initial stages of the study. Grounded theorists
look at the process, and rrscrutinize participants'
statements and actions for patterns, inconsistencies,
contradictions, and. untended and unintended consequencesrr
(p. 1l-2 ) .
The themes that emerged d,uring the discussion group
with the parents included: 1) collective experiences which
were common to the interactions of these parents with this
particular school, 2) individual experiences which were
related to the parents, interactions with their child within
the context of her/his disability, and 3) the parents'
perceptions of the child, s interactions at school and in the
community.
Following this initial meeting, I wrote a detailed
summary of the discussion with the parents ' Using the
process described above, I used the themes that emerged from
my research with the parents to develop a series of five
topics to be used for subsequent support group meetings '
The support group meetings hegan three weeks later and were
held every other Thursd.ay evening from 7-9 p.m. Notices of
the support group meetings were mailed to all 105 families
of students receiving special education services '
The research questions developed from the discussion
group with the parents are included, in Chapter 3 of this
paper. The topics from the discussion group were used to
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develop a curriculum for the support group meetings. This
curriculum and a discussion of the support group meetings





Collaboration is an important concept in the
development of a curriculum for parents of children
receiving special services. Collaboration allours the
parents to discuss their differences in terms of the needs
of their families as well as for their children- In
discussing their differences, the parents are also able to
find their conmonalities and collective strengths.
Through the use of action research, Henderson (1992)
has developed, the concepts of problem solving, curriculum
lead,ership, classroom eommunity leadership, and cooperative
learning activities. conversely, in traditional learning
models, students as well as their parents are expected to be
passive recipients in the educational system (Iilalekof f , et
dI , l-9 91) . The suhtle, but essential , nuances of race I
ethnicity, gend,er, culture, and social norms are not allowed
expression. Collaboration incorporates these elements into
the overall educationat goals. Learning is then facilitated
on the basis of the needs of the learner.
The issues identified by' parents in the Special
Services parents Group were consistent with the issues
identified in the stud,ies by Malekoff , et dl, (1-991-) and
Hallenbeck and Beernink (1989). These issues, which are
included in the research questions j.n Chapter 3 , focus
I
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mainly on the interrelationskrip hetr^reen the cognitive,
emotional, and behavioral difficulties of the child and the
on-going grief and adjustment of the parents and families.
These research questions have served as the basis for the
d,evelopment of f ive topics. Each topic was then presented
at separate Special Services Parents Group meetings, which
were scheduled bivreeklY.
A discussion of the topics, the issues involved in the
selection of topics, and the resources and models used in
attempting to meet the needs of the parents follows.
SESSIOH ONE:
The Special Services Parents Group seemed well aware of
the interrelationship betrreen learning and behavioral
.dif f iculties. Their dilemmas were similar to those
expressed, hy Dane (1990), who cautions that appropriate
protective behaviors by the parents at one developmental
stage can inhibit independence and transition to the next
developmentaL stage, if the parents do not know how to let
go of the protective behavior (p. L42), While these issues
are typical of normal adolescent developmental stages
(Rubenstein, 1991) LD does complicate this process for
parents. ttThe prolonged and wider dependence on adultsrl
noted by Margalit and Schulman (1985 p. 29L) contributes to
the anxiety, depression and somatic complaints described by
Glosser and Koppell (1987) .
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RESOURCE:
The psychologist for the junior high school offered to
meet with the Special Services Parents Group to discuss the
topic of 'fThe Interrelationship Between Learning and
Behavioral Dif f icultiesrr . The goal of this session was to
help the parents id.entify and explore individual ways to
achieve a balance between the needs of the child with
special education needs and the protective mechanisms
implemented bY the Parents.
SESSIOH TITO:
Bernier (1990) argues that the stages of adjustment
models d,o not allow f or the on-going, developmental issues
that are faced by parents of children who have any type of
disability. During transitional periods, f amilies wil-I
again experience feelings of unresolved sadness and stress -
Bernier targets significant points in a child's life, such
as transitj-ons to adolescence and young adulthood, ds being
key times when families can benefit from additional support
and intervention.
The Special Services Parents Group indicated positive
feelings for the involvement with the grade schools their
chil6ren had previously attend,ed. Their f eelings about the
Iack of involvement at the secondary level in education were
consistent with the findings of Haring, €t n1, (1991). The
Special Services Parents Group indicated a need for
information on the types of services, Programs and options
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A preliminary Presentation of transitional planning
strategies, which are typically offered in the ninth 
grade'
was offered by the transition coordinator for the schoor
d.istrict. Among the resources was a pranning matrix which
compared the areas of home living, community participation'
recreation/Ieisure, jobs/job training, and post-secondary
training at the present revel of need, with the anticipated
future level of need. Parents were also encouraged to
hecome active in their local Community Transition
rnteragency committee (c-Trc) which ad.vocates cooperation
among individuals, agencies and community resources in 
the
integration into the community of young adults with




The primary focus of the educational assessment for a
child with LD consists, to a great extent, of, psychological
and ed.ucationar testing. rn their zeal to provid,e a 
precise
definition of a learning disability, the state and federal
governments have opted to use a rigid medical model (Dane'
1990 ) . while it is necessary to includ'e appropriate
neurological, psycholog j-cal, and ed'ucational testing ' these
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methods seem problem oriented.
In the problem oriented approach to assessment,
according to Tebb (1991), rrthe client is vier-red by his or
her weaknesses and deficits as opposed to his or her
strengths. Problems are perceived as being outside the
individual, s controlfr (p. 428 ) . Typical intervention
strategies used by social workers with individuals are to
rrteach participants ahout the problems they are likeIy to
encounter, train them to assess and evatuate different types
of problefts, and help them develop general strategies for
coping with problemsrf (Cleary, 1988, p. 203).
The use of theories of resiliency is an alternative
that focuses on the strengths of a child rather than the
problems. Werner's Kauai Longitudinal Study on resiliency
gives an account of the " Ij-f e traj ectoriesfr of high-risk
children from birth to age 32 years (L992 t p. 262) . Werner
concluded that children prefer informal ties to formal,
institutional ties. She found that this informal network
relied heavily on an aduIt, such as a teacher, who could act
as a role model, confidant and listener. Another important
support was religion, which helped to make sense out of the
lives of high-risk individuals. Werner found that
involvement in many activities, rrhich did not have to be
academic, also helped to nurture children. These could
consist of low cost activities or even volunteer work. The
resilient children also seemed to take pride in nurturing
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others, such as caring for siblings. They developed a sense
of autonomy and responsibility from their involvement in
these different activities.
RESOURCE:
The social vrorker f rom the j unior high school and I co-
facilitated a presentation entitled trHow to Teach Your
Children to be Resilient". We chose to use the Search
Institute model of resiliency, rrThe Troubled Journey: A
profile of American Youth, t! as our frameviork. This study,
sponsored by Lutheran Brotherhood, incorporates the results
of a LSZ question youth-needs assessment into a checklist
for parents and. their children. This checklist balances the
protective factors and helps parents identify areas of
potential change to red'uce risk f actors.
SESSION FOUR:
The core group of memhers of the Special Services
parents Group had now evolved to l-0-l-2 parents, consisting
of both mothers and fathers. Many of these parents had not
been present at the initial meeting for the viewing of 'rHow
Dif f icult Can This Be?r' . Parents who had previously seen
the vid.eotape wanted to see it again, with their new
perspectives on learning disabilities. Along with the
integration of new information had come new concerns and
questions regarding the delivery of special education




The videotape trHow Dif f icult Can This Be?rr was shown
for a second time. Special education staff were on hand to
fietd questions concerning services. The following
discussion questions outline key points from the videotape:
1) This vid,eotape is part of the rrFAT Citytt workshop
sponsored by the Eagle Hill School Outreach in Greenwich,
Connecticut. Did you happen to catch the meaning of PAT?
(ANSWER: Frustration, Anxiety, Tension)
Z) How does trthrow away sarcasmrl stay with a child until
the end of the daY?
3 ) How long did it take the adults in the simulated
exercises to give up and hegin saying rr I don r t Knor+rr?
(AIISWER: 6 minutes , not 6-l-6 years as it does f or most
students with LD. )
4) What is wrong with d,emand,ing |tLook at me when I ye1I at
you I rt?
(AIISWER: tooking away is a defense mechanism intended to
d,ecrease the level of anxiety. It is unrealistic to expect





is motivation NOT rfthe key" to working with a child
5) Describe how perception and vision are the keys to
working with LD.
7) Why do students with LD require direct instruction?
N0TE: Questions 2t 5, 6, and 7 are dj-scussion questions
with many possible answers, none of which r+ould be wrong.
SESSION FIVE:
A support group offers an effective means of relieving
the sense of alienation and hopelessness that can accompany
any chronic debilitating condition. When working with a
group of people who share a powerful and conmon bond, the
role of the practitioner is to rrhelp the members work,
providing skillfut assistance in the processrr (Berman-Rossi,
1992 , p. 252) . As the group members become a trusting
cohesive unit, the hierarchy of power around the
practitioner diminishes , and the rrcol lective strengthrr of
the group increases (1992, p. 252). Assessment of the group
as a whole as well as assessment of rfmember to member
processesfr becomes possible, Members begin to rely on the
member to memher relationships for knowledge and guidance
and become much less dependent on the practitioner for
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Ieadership.
For our final session, it seemed time to help the group
members realize their potential and confront them with the
choice of becoming a self-directed unit.
RESOURCE:
Sue Rudick, chair of the steering committee for Parents
and Professional Supporting Special Education (PAPSSE) from
the Minnetonka School District, attended and discussed the
f ocus of their parent advocacy group . PAPSSE j-s an all iance
of parents and professionals who meet monthly to discuss
concerns about the delivery of services to students
receiving special education services, The group includes
parents of students with all types of disabilities, from
ages 5 to 2t years of age.
PAREHT EVALUATION
The results from the parent's evaluation of the
sessions indicate that all the families who participated in
the Special Services Parents Group would Iike to see the
group continued during the l-9 9 3 -9 4 school year . The
presentation by PAPSSE and the videotape, t'How Difficult Can
This Berf were rated by the parents as the most helpful
sessions.
The primary issues that emerged from the parent comment
sections of the evaluations focused on support, advocacy,
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and communication. All the parents expressed a desire to
start a program for the entire schoor district which
utilizes collaboration between parents and professionals.
Three of the mothers offered to assist in setting up this
program, and are willing to co-chair this responsibility
during the next school year.
The parent group also decided that one of its future
goals would be to serve as a resource for parents whose
children have notr &s yet, met the criteria for receiving
special education services. It would also like to include
an intergenerational component that would a1low interaction
amonq current students. parents, graduates of the special
education program, teachers, and administrators.
In summary, while the parents continue to have many
concerns ahout meeting the needs of their own children rtrho
are receiving speciat education services, Lhey also realize
that they have a great deal to contrihute to each other and
the community.
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start a program for the entire school district which
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Ehree of the mothers offered to assist in setting up this
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are receiving special education services ' they also realize






Perhaps the most difficult task of developing a support
group is finding ways to motivate parents to attend.
Hallenbeck and Beernick ( l-989 ) utilized an inf ormal, potluck
supper and muttigenerational forum to begin the school year
and eneourage the involvement of parents.
During the development of the Special Services Parents
Group, attempts were made to keep the initial survey and
foIlow up phone contacts informative and inviting. Perhaps
the parents felt they were being asked to commit to a
process with too many unknown aspects. The small proportion
of parents who indicated an interest in forming a parents'
group made it difficult to decide whether or not to pursue
the proj ect.
Several members of the parents' group expressed an
interest in holding separate but concurrent group meetings
for parents and adolescents. Some of these members were
parents of adolescents who were unable to be left alone at
home. Offering to hold concurrent group meetings may have
been a solution for parents forced to choose hetween finding
supervision for an adolescent or attending a parents'
meeting.
It is essential that a parents' group be sensitized to
racial, cultural, ethnic, and gender issues which may affect
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the ed,ucational delivery process. The dynamics of the
Special Services Parents Group were enhanced by the
contributions from the parents of daughters who were
struggling to cope with inequities within education. It is
unfortunate that there were no persons of color who were
members of the group. Despite having a level of trust with
the parents of 2 children who were persons of color, the
parents did not respond to informal or formal invitations
from the writer to attend, the group. This is unfortunate,
as their experiences wourd have added another perspective to
our d.iscussions. It shouLd. be noted that the junior high
school has only a f ew stud.ents who are persons of eolor '
This writer had. diffieulty locating research articles
which discuss issues of race and culture in learning
disabirities, and. concrud.es that there is def initery a need




The literature review as well as the presentations hy
community resource persons indicate that there is a growing
recognition of the need. for support and services for persons
with all types of disabilities throughout their lives '
corraboration between parents and ed,ucators needs to begin
at the preschool level and extend beyond high sctrool among
Community resourges, vocational schools, and colleges '
support and education d,uring ]<ey transitional periods
must be an on-going process for parents and students alike'
currently, the secondary school systems are geared to the
needs of mainstream stud'ents. Parents of adolescents who
are receiving special ed'ucation services tend to become
overwhelmed in this system. Adolescence is a time when
parents may henefit from the support and guidance with
transitions from grad'e school to junior high school and from
junior high school to senior high school.
Communication hetween students, parents, and educators
is an issue that requires attention ' A multigenerational
forum that al}ows for dialogue between present students '
graduates of SpeCiaI education r parents, educators ' and
administrators j-s a practical answer '
The multigenerational forum is utilized in the group
models of Malekoff, et BI, and Hallenheck and Beernink'
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Both studies also used. the concept of large and small group
interaction. Malekoff, et EI, (L991) used the action
research apProach which allows the larger group to observe
the smatl groups discussing and processing issues '
Hallenbeck and Beernink ( r"9I9 ) held discuss ion groups
facilitated by parents and graduates of special education
who then reported the results of their group discussions
back to the larger grroup.
The use of the multigenerational forum may be a
solution to making the delivery of special ed'ucation
services a more individualized, process, particularly for
people of color. ISSueS such aS race, ethnicity, and gender
may have opportunities for expression that would not
otherwise have an outlet. It may be helpful for educators
to ohtain direct feedback from people of color, people whose
first language is not English, and, young women as to how the
d.elivery of special education services is having an impact
on their education.
Although Dane ( L990) maintains that in tradit j'onal
education children are at a great disadvantage for
developing learning disabilities if race and poverty are
factors in their lives, the research by urhain and Larkin
(1985) revealed that parents from all income levels are
concerned. with the quality of ed.ucation f or their child'ren '
Murphy (1983r p. 41, however, makes the assumption that the
higher socioeconomic level of the parents in the school
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district where she taught meant that these parents had
hi-gher expectations f or the education of their children.
Dane strongly discourages making assumptions about families
on the hasis of socioeconomic level. opportunities for
enrichment for those who have children receiving special
education services should be an on-going process and goal.
Miletic ( 1985) and Dane ( r-990) challenged the
stereotype that mothers of children with LD tend to be
overly involved with their children. Both conclude that the
mothers are simply more available and willing to participate
in the educational process. Dane recommends that fathers
become more involved in the education of their chil-dren to
give a better balance in the family and allow healthy
distancing hy the mothers from the childrensr issues. A
support group that offers fathers opportunities to volunteer
and act as mentors to students may be an answer to
increasing the involvement of f athers in special ed,ucation.
In summary, while collaboration is a fairly new concept
in education, it plays an integral role in social work.
Feminist theorists of social work have advanced the concepts
of ttheing and becominlftt and the lrpursui-t of inclusivenessrr
(Lewis, L992t p. 278), Social workers need to become
visionaries. For families with children receiving special
education services, this approach validates the potential of
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In the parent focus groups held last year, one of the requests from parents
was to have a parent support group at the junior high level. ln order to set
this process in motion, we would like your input as to the direction you
would like to take in forming this group.
please take the time to comptete and return this survey. We have enclosec
a setf addressed, stamped envelope for your ionvenience.
1 ) Would yo u be interested in joining a parent supporVeducation g roup?
Yes- No
Z) This group would 'meet in the evenings. Would this be a good time for
you? Yes- No
How often woutd you like this group to meet?
Twice monthly- Once weekly- Weekly for 6 weeks-







S) Are there any specific topics you would like covered? lf so, please
Please include your name and telephone number below:











sys tems Clwnge Grant




CTICs sceking support fs a variery of local imProverncnu to ransition smriccs-
The 60 CTICs receiving funds this year have chosen a widc Emge of rctivititls
for ransition cnharrcemenL The most commonly Proposcd Plans arc:
. Develop and disserninate a transition brmhtge (25 CTICs)'
. Creatc or updatc a uaruirion r€sourcc directory (20 CTICs)'
. Reimbursc, or pay a sdpend t0, parents for participadon on a CTIC (17 CTICs)'
. Hold uansition fairs for students (15 CTICs)'
. Reimbursc consumers&siness rEp'l'scn*tivcs fcr crlc participation (7 crlCs).
Addidonal fundcd rctivities include the following:
. Hold workshopdforums for parelE of studenU in fansition
. Develop uansition foldms for surdcnts'
.FundCTICmembervisitsmrrcigtrboringcommiuees.
. Improve indeperrdcnt living options'
. Corduct ransition necds asscssmcils'
. send CTIC members to confecnccs urd worttslrry fm training.
. Implanenr thc Minnesou Post-school Follor-up sysum.
. hovidc app'rcciadon mcals n ernployes'
. sponsor post-sccurdary school visits for surdcfiu in transition.
. Educalc employers rhrough inscrvices'
. Pay pcoph in thc community rc pmrit Trntpffition ts fudividuals with
Oir"iifitio who do not othcrwise q'alify fr uansportatim scrviccs'
. Cpa1g a Usk force to'dcvelop a modcl high schml clective coursc on Eansition'
''. .C.ItCs stroilO tcgin b hinl a6out rtivitiB b DilES fT tr{t |tuu b * @ tfu luq*a
r,m";:m-:,ru,r;ffi ffi trffi ffiffi6r***
imp&t ronrg tdutri sirh disrbilitics' ad dt Fitjcss rttd si[ *'': U;'57";6;ffi #
tqrstmchanspfamanypcqtc-ilfiorUtutoort'' i-i;;eiW*tgg4++In'aoqlb
.;lt:,:;;I :{,::.,{;:rr**i:;I 
- ;,, ",,,r titH,,l{ffi *E3 f,n g-l',




The Syscnrs Ctrange Grant to
irnprove Mirlncsota uarsitfoin scnrfos is
less than a ycar old and is aheadY
making a diffcrencc in thc sarc. In
addition to awardine $60'000 in granu
to local CTICs (scc sry u left)' thc
proj.,ct is currcntly doing ttr fotlowing:
. Cottducting communitY fonuns to
colhct informuion and advice from
apprroximatcly 500 snrdcnts and r{rrltt
with disabilitics, Pgtat{advffiEq
and profcssimab frm cdrradm ud
cunmunity $$.icc sscrcitlt Fmms




. Offcring minhg fu strdcnu' family
nrembcrs, urd Pofcssionals in
croecradon wit1|AfEI atrd ttc
oo
ncccpting applications fr,om scwr8la
agcrrics, orgf,tirEdutsr
to *ritc a Poliry rnalYsis




. Fsrning acmmunirY dviffY
curmiucc and e stuc lcwl DolfuY
cocrmiucc.
Watch fa mqt signs of sPrcms
chonge in thc tlcodtitrS rnm6r.
For fwtlw infonmtbncall Sand;
Tlrlllplrrn, (612) 29612965, r Doug
Joluson, (612129d{579-
Sixty of Minnesota's 73 CTICs have rcceived 51000 each through 
a grant
program thar is imProving transidon oPPorurn i ties for thc statc's 
young adulu with
disabilitics. The program is the rccently 
awarded to thc
Minnesota Department of Education of Rehabiliution 
Services bY
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This report was prepared by Dr Peter
L. Benson, President of Search lnstitute
in Minneapolis, MN, for RespecTeen, a
nationwide effort aimed at helping par-
ents, adolescenE, schools, youth-serving
agencies, congregations and commu nities
work together in promoting positive
youth development.
#
One component of RespeCTeen is "Profiles
of Student Life: Attitudes and Behaviors,"
a 152-question, youth-needs assessment
survey developed by Search lnstitute.
RespecTeen offers this assessment tool
free of charge to communities.This report
is a composite look at46799 students
in grades 6-17 atschools in thefirst 111




Most students participating in the survey
live in Midwestern communities under
100,000 in population.This portrait, then,
tendsto focus on middle America. On
key indicators for which representative
national data are availahle,Jindings are
remarkably similar to th is report.There-
fore, findings about grade trends, gender
differences and the connection of assets
to behavioral choices are most likelyto
be applicable to any community.
;rl.r:
ffi
For more information on conductingthis
survey in your community, please call
the RespecTeen toll-free number: 1 -800-
888-3820. fr
Helping Porents ond Teens




Nof so longngo,'LUe fiSsuffted that most youthu,ould nauigate successfully
through childhood nnd adolescence.Webelieaed thnt thty toould gradttate
zuithout special effort or support andbecome responsible adults.There
ruere casualties,but they were relatiaely hidden t' o* public aiew,Casual-
ties were other peoples children.
Times haue changed.Nout, anxious tmages abound-"thehurried childl'
"at-riskyouthi' "the school dropauti' "the teenage parent!' ls grozuing up
now riskier business than it ance utasT Or are ue simply doing a better
job af naming and counting problems that haue existed before? It doesn't
really mattulNhnt matters is that there are too mfrny casualties, toa many
zuotmded, too mnny close calls. Our highest national priority should be
to mobilize our collectiae enerry, commitment and ingenuity to ensure s
brtght fifiure for ench and eaery child.
lNhere do we start:The aim of this report is to take an important t'irst step
in understandtng students' attitudes and behauiors and in identifying
hozu parents, teens, educators, church and community leaders can address
fireas of concern. Based on a nationzuide surasy administered to nearly
4700A students in grades 6-L2, this report offers a composite look at
the attitttdes and behauiors of American youth. Using a "balance sheet"
approach, the report
. identit'ies'hssets" and "deftcits" in students' liues
which influence their ability to make positiae choices
. examineshow these assets and deficits are linked to
twenty types of behaaiorswhich coffipromise students'
health andlor jeopardize their future, and
. offers recotnmendntions for families, schools, churches
and communities tohelp youth deaelop the assets they
need to make positiae choices.
Sincere$






Assets are factors promoting positive
teenage development. These assets
may result from "external" factors
such as positive relationships in fami-
lies, friendship group+ schools and
the community or they may result
from "internal" factors reflecting the
teenager's personal convictions, values
and attitudes.
A LISTOFASSETS
The assets shown here can equip ado-
lescents to make wise choices. Some
assets are encouragingly common
among youth-such as caring about
people's feelings and educational aspir-
ation. Other assets are alarmingly rare
-positive 
school climatg positive peer
influence and parent communication,
for example.The average student has
only 50 percent of the external assets .
and 60 percent of the internal assets.
As youth get older and face toug,. ,*
choices, the number of assets teriu> to
decrease in the key areas of positive
values, control and social support.
E)(TERT{AL
1. Family suppoft
2. Parent(s)as social resources
3, Parent comm u nication
4. Oilrer adult resources
5, Oilrer adult communication
5. Parent inr,olvement in schooling




11. Time at home
12. Posrhve peer influence
13. lnrrulved in music
14, lnr,olved in schoolextra-
curricular activrhes
15. lnvolved in community
organizations o r activities






5. Values helping people
6. ls concerned aboutworld hunger
7. Cares about peopleb feelinp


































ICENTAGE OF YOUTH WITH EACH ASSET (IN RANK .RDER)
8896








xitiveview of personal fufure
ecision-making skilk
rwhed in sctrool exfacunicular
divilies
arental discipline







)arent(s) as social resources
-elf-esteem
loncern for world hunger
























Deficits are factors inhibiting healthy
teenage development. They include
inlluences which limit access to exter-
nal assetq which block development of
internal assets, or which ease the way
into risky behavioral choices. Deficits
are liabilities, none of which necessari-
ly does perrnanent harm, but each of
which makes harm more probable.
The ten deficits listed are associated
with risky behaviors, such as frequent
alcohol use, attempted suicide and high
levels of sexual activify Few students
are immune to all ten. Only eight
percent report none of the ten deficits.
Nearly half the students report three
or more deficits.
Four deficits strongly increase as stu-
dents get older-time alone at home,
drinking parties, stress and sexual
abuse.This parallels the decrease of key
assets as students get older. In seeking
to prevent deficits, communities ; rd to
consider important gender differences
in deficits. Girls, for example, are much
more likely than boys to experience
physical abuse, sexual abuse and stresr
Boys, on the other hand, are much morc
likely than girls to develop self-serving
valueq with a parallel resistance to pro-
social values.
Disturbing statistic More
than one-third of girls in grades
10-12 report at least one incident
of sexual and/or physical abuse.
The study provides evideilcr -itflt
physical or sexual abuse more than
doubles the chances of depression,












L|ST 0F DEFICITS (% oF EACH F'RALL.RADE')
1. Alone at home
Shrdentsoends 2 hours or more
per day at homewifiout an adult
;. Hedonisticvalues
Shrdent places hlgh importance
on self-servingvalues
l. TV overexoosure
Sfu dent watches W 3 hours or
more per day
4. Drinkine oarties
Stu de nt {riqu e nily atends parties
where peers drink
5. Stress
Sfudentfueh under stress or
pressure "most" or "all" of fte time
5. Phvsicalabuse
Sfutent reoorE at least one incident
of plpicalabuse by an adult
7. Sexual abuse
Shrdent report at least one incident
of sexual abuse
8. Parentaladdiction
Sfudent reprt a parent'has a serious
problem wiffr alcohol or drugd'
9. Socialisolation
Sfudentfuls a consistent lack of care,
support, and understanding
0. Nesative Deer Dressure
Moil close friends'are inrnlved
in chemical use and/or are in




















Prosocialbehavior covers a r+,ide rimge
of human actions-helping people in
distres+ donating time orenergy to vol-
untary service organizations, attempting
to rcverse political, economjc and social
injustice or inequali$ The common
thread among prosocialbehaviors is the
desire or intent to promote the welfare
of others.
When it comes to raising healthy chil-
dren, promoting prosocial behavior is
as important as preventing antisocial or
health-compromising behavior. Acts of
compassion help develop social compe-
tencies, positive values and a sense of
purpose in life. Furthermore, prosocial
behavior may actually reduce risky
choices. Students who engage in helping
behavior on a weeklybasis are shown
in this study to be less likely than non-
helpers to report risky behaviors.
In this study we use the term "at-risk"
to define 20behaviors which potentially
Iimit psychological, physical or eco-
nomic well-being during adolescence
or adulthood. Engaging in one or even
several of these at-riskbehaviors during
adolescence does not guarantee nega-
tive, long-term consequences. But given
the possibility of harm, prevention of
these risk-taking behaviors is the pru-
dent approach to long-term health and
well-being.
The study indicates a dramatic increase
in at-riskbehaviors as students get older.
The indicators which increase most dra-
matically as students get older include
sexual activity, frequent alcohol use,
driving and drinking and riding and
drinking. Frequently students at risk
in one area have a greater probability of
being at risk in other specific areas, also.
Having one or more of the at-risli urdi"
cators becomes nearly universal by
grade (86 percent). Half of 12th grade
students report four or more at-risk
indicators. Forty percent of 12th
evidence five or more indicators.These
are not single incidences of advenfure
or experimentation, but are persistent
patterns of health-compromisit,_ and
fu ture-jeopardizing behaviors.
This sample does not include theurban
poor or students who have already
dropped out of school.The addition of
these two subgroups would mostlikely







are poo[ hungry sick,









5 or more times
100/o





AT.RISK DOfINflN AT.RISK IIIIDICATOR DEHNINON
TOTAL
YOUIH
ALCOHOL 1. Frequent alcohol use
2. Binge drinking
Has used alcoholS or more times "in the last 30 dayf
Has had 5 or more drink in a ro'v, once 0r more
'in fte last2 ureekf
11+b
23%
TOBACCO 3. Daily cigarete use
4. Frequent dewing tobacco use
Smolas 1 or more cigarefies per day
Has used 20 or more times'in ilre last12 monffrf
12Vo
SVo
ITUCIT DRUGS 5. Frquent use of illicit drup Has used marijuan4 cocaine or crach PCR LSD,
amphetamines, heroin or ofier narcotia 5 or more
times'ln *re last12 monftd' 8o/o
SEXUALITY S. Sexually actlve
7, Non-use of conbaceptives
Hu had sexual intercourse 2 or more times








ls ud or depmsed 'most of he timd or'all of tre time'










Deshoyed property|justforfuni 2 or more tjmes "in
fie last12 monthf
Took part in a fight between two goups organgs,
2 or more times'in he last 12 monftd'
Cot into fouble wi$r fie police, 2 or more times "in
*re last12 monfid'
Stole sometringfrom a store,2 or more times "in the
last12 monfrf
Used knifu, gun, 0r other weapon 'to get something






SCHOOL 15. School absenteeism
16. Desire to drop out
Skipped school 2 0r more days "in ilre last monfi"
Wanb to qurtschool befure completing high school
10o/o
lVo
VEHICLE SAFETY 17. Driving and drinking
18, Riding and drinking
19. Seat belt non-use
Has driven after drinking, 2 or more times'in he lastyear'
Has ridden wrfi a driverwho had been drinking, 2 or
more times "in flre lastyea/'




OTHER 20. Bulimia Vomrb 0n purpose after eating once a week or more 2o/o































PERCENTAGE OF RISK IN OTHER RELATED AREAS
TOBACCO II,UOTDRI'G SE,(IIAI.flY DERESS,IOM A}TTTSOfiAT
UsE USE SUIODE BH{AVIOR
sCH00L vEHtctE
SAFETYt5E
42 27 70 33 49 23 86
66 35 77 39 53 25 85
72 50 84 46 51 32 88
49 34 22 34 41 19 77
41 30 21 59 38 18 73
54 37 24 64 34 22 82
62 43 31 72 40 53 82
41 25 15 52 28 35 15
{ l',i, chart identifies patterns of c+ocornence amongat-risk
behzuiors and calculates the probability of a student who is at
risk in one area also beingat risk in o$rer areas. for example, if
a frrdent is at risk in he area of alcohol use, then the chances hat
he or she is also at risk in ille area of sexuality is 7tr/0, and flre




















I h deficits and assets, as measured
this report, strongly influence at-risk
lhaviors.The more assets one has,
e less at-risk behavior. Conversely
e more deficits one has, the greater
e at-risk behavior. A two-pronged
rproach-to prevent deficits and to
umote assets-is necessary to alter
Le frequency with which adolescents
rake choices which compromise their
lalth or jeopardize their future.
lease note that the deficits and assets
;ed in this study, while powerful in
redicting at-risk behavior; do not fully
cplain at-risk behavior. Other factors
kely to play a role are family income,
::cific family discipline stylel school
irnarnics other than climate, and exPo-
rre to particular kinds of prevention
rograms. Further research is needed
r learn more about these relationships.
,t the same time, it should be noted
rat broad social and cultural factors
ray be at work, each of which is
r yond the capacity of communities
: alter.
)nly ten percent of students in this
udy meet what the study identified
l minimal standards for overall well-
eing.The criteria used were;
having 20 or more of the 30 assets
having 2or less of the 10 deficits
doing at least one hour per week of
prosocial behavior
having 2 or less of the 20at-risk
indicators.
Ve cannot be sure what long-term con-
equences are in store for the 90 percent
rho fail to meet the criteria. Fortunate-
/, some will thrive. And some, unforfu-
,rtely, will carry over into adulthood
some scar or behavioral tendencv that
will stifle productivity. The personal
Ioss for these adolescents may result
in a future in which happiness, success,
family life or social relationships are
less satisfactory than they could be.
Since most adolescents experience at-
risk behavior in several areas, commu-
nities must offer effective prevention
and intervention programs that address
behavioral areas and equip young
people with multiple internal and exter-
nal assets.This kind of effort helps
strengthen families, schools and other
institutions to provide strong support
and control and to nourish in young
people the kinds of commitment,values
and competencies that lead to healthy
choices.
Some youth seem to thrive in spite of
social deficits.Thrivers tend to have cer-
tain key assets which help them over-
come adversity These include positive
family dynamics and other systems of
support. Deficits are not destiny The
right configuration of external and
internal assets can neutralize poten-
tially negative effects.
A LIsTOFAssETs
PRO,IJIOTI NG RESI L I E NCY
One of the reasons why it is crucial for
communities to develop a multi-sector
commission or task force is to help
ensure that community, school, family
and congregational strategies for positive
youth development are integrated and
complementary.
What follows are30 recommendations for
parents, educators and community leaders
based on findings of this research.
STRATEGIES FOR
CllAt'lGE
Each and every community regardless
of size or location, faces the immense
challenge of encouraging positive youth
development. Solutions do not come
easily Positive change will require
extraordinary commitment to children
and adolescents by multiple sectors,
including government, business,
school$ parents, service organizations,
Iaw enforcement, youth-serving organi-
zations and religious institutions.
Ch u rdrisynagogre i nwlvement
khoo I extncu nicu lar activiti es















r Place high priority on giving fre-
quent and tangible expressions of
love, care and support. Avoid the
common tendency to assume high
school-aged adolescents are less in
need of such expressions than are
younger adolescents.
r Set clear rules and limits. Negotiate
with children reasonable conse-
quences for rule-breaking, consistent-
Iy follow through with consequences
and consistently reward positive
behavior.
r Encourage involvement in slrucfured
youth activities.
r Minimize attendance at drinking par-
ties; band together with other parents
to prevent their occurrence.
r Model responsible chemical use and
vehicle sa fety behaviors.
r Make "family helping" projects a pri-
oriry in which parents and children
together give help to others in need.
r Encourage and reward achievement
motivation, post-high school educa-
tional aspirations and homework.
r Minimize overexposure to television
and other mass media forms"
r Emphasize the development of posi-
tive values, including prosocial values
and values of behavioral restraint.
r Advocate for effective schools and com-
munity youth-serving organizations.
r Enhance social competencies, includ-
ing friendship-making skills, caring
skill+ assertiveness skills and resis-
tance skills.
RECO,TII/I E N DATIONS FOR
EDUCATORS
r Personalize schools so that eflc.. .1d
every child feels cared foq, supported
and important.
r Emphasize the development of posi_
tive values, particularly those that
build a sense of personal responsi-
bility for the welfare of others.
r Offer qualiry prevention progmm-
*irg in multiple areas of risk, includ-
ing alcohol, tobaccq illicit drurs,
suicide and depression, sexuaiit i. and
vehicle safety
r Enhance academic effectiveness to
ensure that students in all income
Ievels gain in academic motivation
and competence.
r Emphasize service learning pro-
Brams, seeking to provide all studenE
with helping opportunities and
personal reflection on the meaning
of helping.
































\ssemble a perrnanent child and
,outh task force involving leaders
rom all community sectors. Ideally,
aise funding to pernanently staff
he task force.
lreate a community-wide vision for
rositive youth development.
lontinually assess progress toward
he vision through systematic explo-
ation of youth perceptions, behavior,
alues and needs.
lreate a detailed action plan to pro-
note positive youth development
vith an emphasis on increasing youth
,ccess to effective school+ families
rnd youth-serving organizations.
\dvocate for greater state or federal
;upport for school effectiveness,
:arent education, day care and after
;chool care, prevention Program-
ning, and other efforts crucial
rr promoting positive youth devel-
rpment.
lnsure that one's community offers a
:ange of support services for families
lnd structured, adultJed activities
:or youth.
RECO,ITTNENDATIONS
FOR STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS
IN YOUTH.SERVING
ORGANIZATIONS
r Reinvent programming for high
school-aged youth.
r Connect youth to adult mentors.
r Provide and/or advocate for quality
day care and after school care.
r P1ace a premium on the development
of positive values.
. EquiP parents with parenting skills,
particularly in the areas of support-
giving, control and values formation.
r Involve youth in helping projects.
r PIan programs to address multiple
at-risk behavior areas.
On the following page is an exercise for
you and your teen to try t#
i

AN A55ET CHECKLIST FOR TEENS AND PARENTS
Teens Parents How many external assets are present in teen's life?
Parents are loving, easy to talk to and available when teens want to talk.
Parents frequently take time to talk seriously with their children.
Parents express their own standards for teenage behavior.
Parents talk with their teenager about school and sometimes help with school
work and attend school events.
Parents set rules and enforce the consequences when the rules are broken.
Parents check on where their teenager is going, with whom and for how long.
Parents are apProachable when the teenager has something serious to talk about.
The number of nights the teenager may spend out of the home "for fun and
recreation" is limited.
The.teenagef hlt three or more adults, in addition to parents, to whom he or she
could go for help.
The teenager has frequent serious conversations with an adult who is not his or
her own parent.
Theteenager's friends are a constructive influence, are doing well at school, are
staying away from contact with drugs, alcohol and other at-iisk behavior.
The teenager attends church or synagogue at least once a month.
The teenager sees the school atmosphere as caring and encouraging.
The teenager participates in band, orchestra, or takes lessons on a musical
instrument involving three or more hours of practice a week.
The teenager participates in school sports activities or other organizations three
or more hours per week.
The teenager participates in non-school-sponsored sports or other organizations
three or more hours per week,
Teens Parents How many internal assets are present in teens life?
Tiies to do his or her best at school
Hopes to be educated beyond high school
Earns above-average school grades
Does six or more hours of homework weekly
Is good at making friends
Tiies to stand up for her or his beliefs
Cares about others' feelings
Is good at planning ahead
Is good at making decisions
Has a positive attitude toward self
Envisions a happy future for her/himself
Shows concern for the poor
Is interested in helping and improving life for others
Holds values that prohibit having sex as a teenager
Accordilry to Dt: Peter Benson, youtlg people should ideally haae at least 25 of the 30 frssets
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1 ) Six sess ions have been of f ered f or .parents of students
receiving special education services. Of these six
sessionsl lrhich of the following topics were most helpful
to you:
The videotape ,'HoH' Dif f icult can rt Be? "
School psychologist disCussion on ,'The
fnterr*ialionstrip of Learning and Behavior
Problems
school social worlcer presentation on "Ho'w
Lo Teach Your Child to be Resilient.''
Discussion on "transitions" and C-TIC
Presentation bY PAPSSE
Please comment on Your choice:
-2 ) Did your f ind it helPful to hear
issues related to special education?
Please comment:
3 ) Did you find
with many types of
parent group?
5 ) }*Iou1d you l ike to have th







4) What i s sues or top i cs would you l ilce to have more
informat ion about?
it helpful to have parents of children
tearning disabilities involved in this
YES NO









what changes, if anyr lrou1d You
Augsburg College
Gelrg* SverdruP LibrorY
t*innJooolis' MN 55454


